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VR / AR Status
The situation is more complex

than it seems

 Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality (in short “ARVR”) are wrongly seen by most people as emerging
technologies
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VR / AR Status
The situation is more complex

than it seems

 Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality (in short “ARVR”) are wrongly seen by most people as emerging
technologies

 What’s happening now is in many ways similar to the revolution of the Personal Computer

 The technology available for several decades, but the high cost of hardware has limited its impact;

 Introduction of VR devices for the General Public is a disruptive event, which creates lots of opportunities

 The ecosystem is rapidly evolving from a small number of highly specialized companies to a fast- growing

multitude of players;

 the Big Four and others are moving in to take their share (Facebook  with Oculus, Apple with Metaio,

Microsoft with Hololens, Samsung, …)

 Hardware challenges are still current, but the value generation is mostly in the contents and in the software

components enabling users to collaborate

 “The Hype Around Virtual Reality Is Fading” (source: Forbes, March 2017)

Airbus

Barco
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What happend in the last years?

March 2014, Facebook bought the start-up Oculus VR 

Nov. 2015 Samsung Gear VR (headset for VR using a 
smartphone as display) is launched

April 2016 HTC Vive (immersive VR goggles) is available Microsoft launch HoloLens Fall 2016 
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Key applications
ARVR technologies impact many fields

 Industry: open design and innovation, virtual prototyping, augmented factory, on-site maintenance
with remote expertise, collaborative environment and …. personalisation

 Education: basic education (e.g. sciences, history, art), professional training, serious games

 Healthcare: virtual training, augmented medicine, telemedicine, rehabilitation

 Infotainment: VR games, augmented television, interactive cinema

 Cultural Heritage: virtual and augmented travel, museums

 Building and urban: architecture, mediation, construction, assisted sales, maintenance

 Transportation: design, assisted sales, maintenance, simulation, infotainment, logistics

 Merchandising: virtual and augmented stores, communication and marketing

 Human Resources: assessment and training of competencies

 Social media: social presence, augmented experience

 Defence & security: virtual telepresence e.g. for search & rescue operations

Altair4

Cygnilabs
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ARVR market
fast-growing able to

generate jobs and value

Daimler
Brainstorm3d

 ARVR technologies and applications are a vast potential for job creation and revenues in Europe

 Content creation for infotainment, education, culture

 Software and hardware development based on COTS

 Services and infrastructure

 New Internet services will enable ubiquitous and collaborative ARVR

 Next Generation Internet services will integrate ARVR interfaces

 Future Internet provides AR functionalities for mapping content on the real world, in combination with IoT

 The social media will evolve into VR collaborative spaces and telepresence

 Internet will be more ubiquitous and collaborative than ever and ARVR will play a major role for the

interfaces

 The convergence of the consumer and professional markets is a strong factor of success (has already begun)

 Within 10 years, the European ARVR market should exceed € 50 billion                                                 
(sources: BCC Research, Markets & Markets, Digi-Capital)
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Leveraging factor
ARVR is a  good value-for-money investment

SpinVector

Dassault Systemes

 Venture Capital investments in ARVR reached $2 billion in 12 months as of July 2016                    

(sources: Digi-Capital, Goldman Sachs)

 AngelList numbers in Mar 2017: 2767 start-ups in ARVR (+30% in 1 month)

 “According to SmartRecruiters numbers, more VR job postings have cropped up in the first

quarter of this year [2016] than all of 2015. Nearly half of all positions in that  field are being posted 

by American companies, followed closely by France.”  (source: Forbes)

 ARVR is a fast-growing market, where a leveraging factor of at least 10 can be expected
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Threats and weaknesses
Europe is not the lead investor

 The Big Four are moving in with lots of capital, and buying off European assets (PI-VR, Metaio, Zeiss, …)

 Lobbying structures are appearing, led by foreign-based capital (e.g. “Global Virtual Reality 
Association” created by Google VR, Vive, Oculus, Samsung, Sony Interactive Entertainment)

 The technology building blocks are controlled from outside Europe (Steam, Unreal, Unity3d, Microsoft, 
Nvidia, Samsung, HTC)

 European companies don’t have easy access to the Big Data and the resources to process it

 Some big European players (Dassault Systèmes, Siemens …) are expressing their will to endorse a  
broader common strategy but are challenged by their capacity to reach direct Consumer markets  
(B2C) compared to the High-Tech giants

 The European research and academic teams are not always well connected, and there is no stable 
infrastructure for sharing ARVR equipment

Airbus

Haption
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Strengths andopportunities
European assets are solid

 Excellence in scientific research in ARVR (on par with USA and Asia) and in contributing fields (human 
factors, computer vision, artificial intelligence, computer graphics)

 Excellent working ecosystem for B2B market (industry end-users, technology providers, integrators)

 Broadband Internet available throughout the continent, population equipped with high-performance 
terminals (smartphones, tablets, …)

 Largest source of cultural content worldwide

 Growing companies portfolio ready to consume huge amounts of digital content

 Active start-up scene with strong technological assets (demonstrated at CES 2017 and CeBit 2017)

 Highly educated workforce

 Digital Transformation already started (Big companies and SMEs)

 Strong local/regional end-user market

 Solid ecosystem in content production (video games, cinema, apps)

 Breakthrough initiatives, such as vrbnb (www.vr-bnb.com)

ImmersionESI
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Opportunities
for Products/Services/Manufacturing 

personalisation
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EuroVR programme (1)
Establish European leadership

InGlobe

Pegasis

 Shape the future ofARVR technologies

 Digital data access through Augmented Reality (contextualize data in the real world) & Virtual Reality

(common interface for the digital data in any other context)

 Let applications drive technology development

 Focus development on gaining and securing future market shares

 Develop new wearable technologies for feedback to all senses and for better capture of user input

 Develop IT components for interconnection and collaboration with/between ARVR interfaces

 Leverage social impact

 Provide guidelines for use, information on changing behaviour and supporting evolution path for

companies and society;

 Study future ARVR regard to the cognitive involvement

 Need of connecting different knowledge domains and involving heterogeneous sectors creating jobs

 ARVR as a democratization tool to access digital content everywhere for everyone
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EuroVR programme (2)
Establish European leadership

 Consolidate European leadership in specific areas

 Contents creation, especially Training, Wellbeing and Cultural Heritages

 Virtual prototyping and collaborative design

 Professional ARVR hardware and software
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Our strategy
Efficient cluster to achievecritical mass

PSALaval Virtual

 Gather all European stakeholders within a cascading structure

 Level 1: European Association for Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality (EuroVR) together with New 
European Media (NEM)

 Level 2: Regional and national associations or chapters all over Europe

 Associations: AFRV (FR), GI ARVR/VDC (DE), ImmerseUK (UK), SSVAR (CH), E E V R  ( E s t ) ,  

M I O M O S ( I T ) ,  …

 National and European structures: Digiscope (www.digiscope.fr), Visionair (www.infra-visionair.eu)

 Level 3: Application-focused WorkingGroups

 Establish a roadmap

 Through the concertation between all stakeholders

 Refined every 18months

 With measurable progress indicators

 Develop a framework for high-impact activities

 Foster technology transfer and personnel mobility between academic research and private sector

 Support start-ups and spin-offs within a funding scheme focused on agility

 Help established key players grow revenues and market shares by investing in adjacent markets
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What’s in the roadmap?
Leveraging European assets

Laval French TechSAP

 Vertical topics

 Industry: VR-based collaborative product design and development, AR for manufacturing and 
maintenance

 Healthcare: augmented diagnosis and surgery, VR-based training, cybertherapy, rehabilitation

 Cultural heritage: augmented sites, virtual tourism

 Education: virtual and augmented classrooms, ARVR for life-long training

 Merchandising: augmented sales, monetization of ARVR content

 Horizontal topics

 ARVR technologies: easier creation of immersive experiences, better displays and imaging systems, 
more natural immersive platforms

 Infrastructure: Open web-based platform for ARVR content and applications

 3D interaction: natural multi-sensory immersion techniques (stereoscopic, 3D audio, haptic, tangible, 
and soon)

 VR induced symptoms & effects: methods and tools for reduced impact of cybersickness

 Cybersecurity and privacy issues of ARVR

 Open standards and best practices
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Company supporters
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Association supporters
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Public supporters
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Proposed implementation
Progress step-by-step, making use of available tools

Vrmagic

Techviz

 Step 1: Coordination and support action within “ICT-25-2018: Interactive Technologies (NGI)” 
(starting Sept. 2018) – Budget: 2 M€

 Gathering of all stakeholders (end users, HW & SW technology providers, academia,
content providers)

 Foresight and Roadmap including connection of ARVR interface with the technological

backbone

 Step 2: Part of the NGI flagship (FP9) – Budget: 400M€

 Focused projects, involving outstanding scientists, high-tech startups and established key
players, as well as end-user groups

 High synergy between applicative sectors and convergence between consumer and
professional markets

 Dynamic update of the roadmap and re-evaluation every 18 months
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Expected impact
Secure market shares and improve competitiveness

CNR-ITIA
i3b

 Tangible impact of public investment

 Financial leveraging (national funding, company investments, venture capital, crowd funding)

 Coordination of research and innovation (public and private)

 Sharing of resources (material and human)

 Performance indicators

 Value creation: PhDs, patents filed by supporters,successful start-ups/spin-offs

 Sustainable job creation: increase in human resources of supporters

 Competitiveness: consolidated revenues of company supporters

 Major expected job creation areas: content creation, infrastructure (hardware and software), services
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Thanks for the 
Attention!!

Marco Sacco
marco.sacco@itia.cnr.it

Skype: marcos_1368
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